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PowerPro® MX Jets
This is the original Jacuzzi® Jet,
perfected. Virtually every ]et
manufactured today is based ön
this unique and innovative design.
Our PowerPro® MXJets deliver
the maximum volume of water
per minute - more than any other
Jet available today. The big, bőid
másságé action of the MXJetfeels
comforting ás it works deeply tó
soothe tired and soré muscles.

Stimulates:

y Shoulders and back

y Lower back

ü Feet

PowerPro® FX jets
Jacuzzi® PowerPro® FX jets'
unique spirál action sends an
energetic stream of air and water
that's perfect fór smaller muscle
groups. Adjustable tó high and low
pressure, FX jets relieve tension át
pressure points Ín the shoulders,
neck, back, calves and feet.

Stimulates:

p̂ Shoulders and back
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O Legs

A Feet

PowerPro® MX2 Jets
Based ön the form and function
of the original Jacuzzi Jet created
50 years ago, the new generation,
patented, MX2 jets deliver
maximum volume át a higher air-to-
water ratio. PowerPro® MX2 jets
are strategically located tó deliver
a bőid másságé, especially effective
fór muscles Ín the lower back.

Stimulates:

p̂ Shoulders and back

p̂ Lower back

A Feet

PowerPro® FX Small Jets
Based ön the FX technology, the
FX Small Jets are perfect fór a
focused másságé ön key pressure
point areas,-such ás your feet. The
jets are adjustable, making it easy
fór a perfect foot másságé.

Stimulates:
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PowerPro® RX Jets
The spinning action of the patent-
pending PowerPro® RX Jet is fully
adjustable. Simply turn the diai ön
the face tó customise the pressure
őr turn off the Jet action entirely.
Modest Ín size, the RX Jet covers
a sizable area, reaching the key
muscies and nerves of the back fór
a pampering másságé.

PowerPro® IX Jets
This illuminating Jet creates a
dramatic impact. Maximum airflow
is combined with high-output
LED lighting tó create a unique,
champagne bubble effect ás the
effervescent light is carried by the
bubbles tó the water's surface.

PowerPro* NX2 Jets
Advanced NX2 Jets effectively
relieve tension and strain Ín the
sensitive (and hard tó reach) neck
area with a highly focused stream
of water. Change direction by
adjusting the nozzle and intensity of
the másságé by turning the Jet face.

PowerPro® PX Jets
The PX Jets provide a gentle
pulsating másságé that can be
adjusted Ín strength tó suityour
needs. It is perfect fór smaller
muscle groups including the wrists
and hands.

Stimulates:
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^9 Shoutders and back
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PowerPro® FX Rotational
Using the same FX technology, the
new PowerPro® FX rotational Jet
focuses ön smaller muscle groups
with a kneading effect tó stimulate
surrounding tissue.

Stimulates:
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PowerPro® FX Large
Rotational Jets
The FX Large Rotational Jet has
a wide swath that provides an
exceptional másságé fór large
muscies. A stainless steel centre
shaft ensures non-corrosive and
long term performance.

Stimulates:

p̂ Neck area
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PowerPro® FX Large
The PowerPro® FX Large Jets
focuses ön themiddle of the
back relieving tension and muscle
strain, typically caused by poor
posture. The FX Large Jet gives a
spirál action másságé tó the back
promotion better arculation.

Stimulates:
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Hands and wrists

PowerPro® BX Jets
Often used Ín jacuzzi® lounger
seats, these unique Jets offer a
very high ratio of air tó water fór a
softer, soothing effect across your
calves.

Stimulates:

p̂ Shoulders and back

p̂ Lower back
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O Legs

0 Feet
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Shoulders and back
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0 Hips

p̂ Hands and wrists

0 Legs


